
A31 QUICK RIG TUNING BASE
date: SEPTEMBER.2009

Tension Tension Tension Lenght

WINDS V1 loos PT2 turn from base D1 loos PT2 turn from base D2 loos PT2 turn from base HeadStay loos PT2 turn from base

0>5 -2 -1 -1 -3

5>10 -1 0 0 -2

10<BASE<15 39 0 24 0 5/6 0

12275mm          

pin to pin 30 0

15<20 +1 0 0 +2

20+ +2 +1 -1 +5

Aluminium mast is on center: equal distance in deck collar

between the upper for “Spar Tite” to keep mast permanently centered

Essential items to tune A31:

Used calipers to measure turnbuckle thread distance

Teflon or grease to apply to turnbuckle threads to prevent thread damage.

Excel spreadsheet to record fast settings as they are developed.

Steel Metric tape measure 30 meters long for rake & mast center adjusting

Loos Gauge PT2 for upper diagonal shroud (V1), D1 and D2

(Headstay manufacturing lenght will be: 12316mm)

Wedge "standard":

USED AND PUT WEDGE (spartite) BEFORE FIRST SAILING

MAST STEP:

RAKE/ HEADSTAY:

J "position:

base: 2 holl behind center

3660mm from mast to headstay chainplate

rake base (10>13 knts): 1,5° - headstay lenght: 12275mm



A31 QUICK RIG TUNING BASE
date: SEPTEMBER.2009

PRE-TUNE DETAILS: Before masting

0) READ AND USE STANDARD SOROMAP MASTING PROCESS (see: ax1)

1) Check spreaders lenghts: 1st level (1430mm mast to end spreader) / 2nd level (1080mm)

2) Check the end stopping of 2nd spreaders level : 

You must push this spreader with 4-5°(dihedral) to the top (be sure that the distance are the same from cap to end spreader on the both side

3) Headstay turnbuckle: 2/3 open

4) V1 & D1 threads ends :  at flush turnbuckle at each end.

5) D2: same (open)

MAST SETTING

1) Maximum hand tight : V1 + D1

2) Adjust V1 tension to the base setting: tension 39

3) Adjust D1 tension to the base setting: tension 24

4) Adjust Headstay tension until to have 12275 mm lenght pin to pin > tension #30

5) Adjust D2: maximum hand tight + 1,5 turn if necessary > tension #6

AT THE END

* Mast pre-bend will be around 58 mm

* Be careful to adjust the tension of the D2 (release) if you take more  the V1.

* IMPORTANT:  Advice to keep mast head Spinnaker with Maximum 20 knots / Above 20 knts: Use fractional Spinnaker !

  We also recommend the use a security line for backstay: used to stop mast downwind movement (see with boatyard to supply this line)

These indications of settings are only a starting point. Must be to adjust after your first sailing with your sails design. HAVE A NICE SAILING 

used  fractionnal SPECIALLY IN REACHING with TIGHT Angle above 16 knts






